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This paper proposes a general method for the synthesis of non-linear output feedback controllers for single-input single-
output quasi-linear parabolic partial di� erential di� erence equation (PDDE) systems, for which the eigenspectrum of the
spatial di� erential operator can be partitioned into a ® nite-dimensional slow one and an in® nite-dimensional stable fast
complement. Initially, a non-linear model reduction scheme which is based on combination of Galerkin’ s method with
the concept of approximate inertial manifold is employed for the derivation of di� erential di� erence equation (DDE)
systems that describe the dominant dynamics of the PDDE system. Then, these DDE systems are used as the basis for the
explicit construction of non-linear output feedback controllers through combination of geometric and Lyapunov tech-
niques. The controllers guarantee stability and enforce output tracking in the closed-loop parabolic PDDE system
independently of the size of the state delay, provided that the separation of the slow and fast eigenvalues of the spatial
di� erential operator is su� ciently large and an appropriate matrix is positive de® nite. The methodology is successfully
employed to stabilize the temperature pro® le of a tubular reactor with recycle at a spatially non-uniform unstable steady-
state.

1. Introduction

Quasi-linear parabolic partial di� erential di� erence
equation (PDDE) systems arise naturally in the model-
ling of di� usion± convection± reaction processes with
time-delays. A typical example of such processes is the
tubular reactor with recycle loop, where the non-linear-
ities arise from the complex reaction mechanisms and
the Arrhenius dependence of the reaction rates on tem-
perature, and the time delays occur due to transporta-
tion lag in the recycle loop and dead times associated
with the measurement sensor and the control actuator.
The presence of time-delays, if it is not appropriately
accounted for in the controller design, may lead to ser-
ious problems in the behaviour of the closed-loop system
including poor performance (e.g. sluggish response,
oscillations) and instability, while it may pose unaccept-
able limitations on the achievable control quality.

In the past, most of the research on control of di� u-
sion± convection ± reaction processes has been carried out
in the context of linear/quasi-linear parabolic partial
di� erential equations (PDEs) (see, for example, Balas
1982, Lasieckea 1995, Christo® des 2000 and the refer-
ences therein). Motivated by the fact that the eigenspec-
trum of the parabolic spatial di� erential operator can be
partitioned into a ® nite-dimensional slow one and an
in® nite-dimensional stable fast complement, the stan-
dard approach to synthesize feedback controllers for
parabolic PDEs (e.g. Balas 1979, Chen and Chang
1992) involves initially the application of standard
Galerkin’s method to the PDE system to derive ODE

systems that accurately describe its dominant dynamics.
These ODE systems are subsequently used as the basis
for the synthesis of ® nite-dimensional controllers. A
potential drawback of this approach is that the number
of modes that should be retained to derive an ODE
system which yields the desired degree of approximation
may be very large, thereby leading to complex controller
synthesis and high dimensionality of the resulting con-
trollers.

To overcome these controller synthesis and imple-
mentation problems, recent research e� orts have
focused on the synthesis of low-order controllers for
parabolic PDE systems by taking advantage of the con-
cept of inertial manifold (IM) (Temam 1988). If it exists,
an IM is a positively invariant, exponentially attracting,
® nite-dimensional Lipschitz manifold. When the trajec-
tories of the PDE system are on the IM, then this system
is exactly described by a low-order ODE system (called
inertial form), which can be used for the synthesis of
low-order controllers. The main obstacle in implement-
ing this approach is the computation of the closed-form
expression of the IM, which, in most practical applica-
tions, is an almost impossible task. Fortunately, the
development of e� cient procedures for the construction
of accurate approximations of the function that
describes the inertial manifold (called approximate iner-
tial manifolds (AIMs)) (see, for example, Foias et al.
1989a,b, Christo® des and Daoutidis 1997) has allowed
the construction of approximations of the inertial form
of desired accuracy. These developments led to the
synthesis of low-order linear output feedback controllers
for boundary stabilization of parabolic PDEs
(Kunimatsu and Sano 1994, Sano and Kunimatsu
1994, 1995) , as well as the synthesis of non-linear
low-order output feedback controllers that enforce
closed-loop stability and output tracking in quasi-linear
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parabolic PDE systems with distributed control action
(Christo® des and Daoutidis 1997).

The conventional approach to control parabolic
PDDE systems is to neglect the presence of time delays
and address the controller design problem on the basis
of the resulting parabolic PDE system, employing one of
the aforementioned methods. However, such an
approach may pose unacceptable limitations on the
achievable control quality and cause serious problems
in the behaviour of the closed-loop system including
poor performance and instability. These problems
have motivated signi® cant research on control of time-
delay systems. Speci® cally, most of the research has
focused on control of linear/non-linear ODE systems
with manipulated input delay, in which the presence of
the time delay prevents the use of large controller gains,
thereby leading to sluggish closed-loop response. To
overcome this problem, many researchers proposed
various predictor schemes which completely eliminate
the time delay from the characteristic polynomial of
the input/output dynamics of the closed-loop system,
allowing the use of larger controller gains (see, for ex-
ample, Smith 1957, Brosilow 1976, Garcia and Morari
1985, Jerome and Ray 1986, Kravaris and Wright 1989) .
For di� erential di� erence equation (DDE) systems with
state, measurement and manipulated input delays, a
general method which integrates geometric concepts,
Lyapunov functionals and predictor schemes was pro-
posed in Antoniades and Christo® des (1999) for the syn-
thesis of non-linear output feedback controllers. In
the area of control of parabolic distributed parameter
systems with time-delays, most of the research has
focused on the synthesis of optimal controllers (e.g.
Wang 1975, Kowalewski 1998) .

This paper focuses on single-input single-output
quasi-linear parabolic partial di� erential di� erence
equation (PDDE) systems, for which the eigenspectrum
of the spatial di� erential operator can be partitioned
into a ® nite-dimensional slow one and an in® nite-dimen-
sional stable fast complement. For such systems, we
propose a general methodology for the synthesis of
non-linear output feedback controllers that guarantee
stability and enforce output tracking in the closed-loop
system. Initially, a non-linear model reduction scheme
which is based on combination of Galerkin’ s method
with the concept of approximate inertial manifold is
employed for the derivation of DDE systems that
describe the dominant dynamics of the PDDE system.
Then, these DDE systems are used as the basis for the
explicit construction of non-linear output feedback
controllers through combination of geometric and
Lyapunov techniques. The controllers enforce the
desired properties in the closed-loop parabolic PDDE
system independently of the size of the state delays, pro-
vided that the separation of the slow and fast eigen-

values of the spatial di� erential operator is su� ciently
large and an appropriate matrix is positive de® nite. The
methodology is successfully employed to stabilize the
temperature pro® le of a tubular reactor with recycle at
a spatially non-uniform unstable steady-state.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Description of parabolic PDDE systems

We consider parabolic partial di� erential di� erence
equations systems with a state-space representation of
the form

@ -x
@t

ˆ A
@ -x
@z

‡ B
@2 -x
@z2 ‡wb…z†u…t†

‡ f … -x…z ;t† ; -x…z;t ¡ ¬††

yc ˆ
… -



-¬

c…z†k -x…z; t† dz

ym ˆ
… -



-¬

s…z†! -x…z;t ¡ ~¬† dz

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…1†

subject to the boundary conditions

C1
-x… -¬;t† ‡D1

@ -x
@z

… -¬;t† ˆ R1

C2
-x… -

 ; t† ‡D2
@ -x
@z

… -
 ;t† ˆ R2

9
>>>=

>>>;
…2†

and the initial condition
-x…z; ¹† ˆ -²…z ;¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š …3†

where -x…z;t† ˆ ‰ -x1…z;t† ¢ ¢ ¢ -xn…z;t†ŠT denotes the vector
of state variables, z 2 ‰ -¬;

-
 Š » R is the spatial coordi-

nate, t 2 ‰0 ;1† is the time, u 2 R denotes the manipu-
lated input, yc 2 R denotes the controlled output, and
ym 2 R denotes the measured output. @ -x=@z; @2 -x=@z2

denote the ® rst- and second-order spatial derivatives of
-x, f … -x† is a non-linear vector function, w ;k ;! are con-
stant vectors, A ;B ;C1 ;D1 ;C2 ;D2 are constant matrices,
R1 ;R2 are column vectors, ¬ denotes the state delay, ~¬
denotes the measured output delay (measurement sensor
dead time), and -²…z;¹† is the initial condition.

The vector function b…z† is assumed to be known and
smooth, and describes how the control action u…t† is
distributed in the interval ‰ -¬;

-
 Š, c…z† is a known smooth

function of z which is determined by the desired per-
formance speci® cations in the interval ‰ -¬;

-
 Š, and s…z†

is a known smooth function of z which describes the
s̀hape’ of the measurement sensor (e.g. point/distrib-
uted sensing). Whenever the control action enters the
system at a single point z0, with z0 2 ‰ -¬;

-
 Š (i.e. point

actuation) , the function b…z† is taken to be non-zero in
a ® nite spatial interval of the form ‰z0 ¡ °;z0 ‡ °Š, where
° is a small positive real number, and zero elsewhere in
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‰ -¬;
-

 Š. Throughout the paper, we will use the order of
magnitude notation O…°†. In particular, ¯…°† ˆ O…°† if
there exist positive real numbers k1 and k2 such that
j¯…°†j µ k1j°j and 8 j°j < k2. Finally, we will use the
Lie derivative notation: L f h denotes the Lie derivative
of a scalar ® eld h with respect to the vector ® eld f , L k

f h
denotes the kth order Lie derivative and L gL

k¡1
f h

denotes the mixed Lie derivative.
Referring to the system of equation (1), we note: (a)

the spatial di� erential operator is linear; this assumption
is valid for di� usion± convection ± reaction processes for
which the di� usion coe� cient and the thermal conduc-
tivity can be taken to be independent of concentrations
and temperature (see, for example, the tubular reactor
example of } 5), (b) the manipulated input enters the
system in a linear and a� ne fashion; this is typically
the case in many practical applications where, for ex-
ample, the wall temperature is chosen as the manipu-
lated input, (c) the controlled output is di� erent than
the measured output; this is done to allow more ¯ exibil-
ity in the formulation of the control problem for di� u-
sion± convection ± reaction processes, and (d) there is no
manipulated input delay taken into account; this is done
to simplify the notation of the theoretical development
and the case of input delay is addressed in Remark 9.

2.2. Formulation of parabolic PDDE system in Hilbert
space

We initially consider an in® nite dimensional Hilbert
space H…‰ -¬;

-
 Š; R n† of n-dimensional vector functions

de® ned on ‰ -¬;
-

 Š that satisfy the boundary condition of
equation (2), with inner product and norm:

…!1 ;!2† ˆ
… -



-¬

…!1…z† ;!2…z†† R n dz

jj!1jj2 ˆ …!1 ;!1†1=2

9
>>=

>>;
…4†

where !1 ;!2 are two elements of H…‰ -¬;
-

 Š; R n† and the
notation …¢ ; ¢† R n denotes the standard inner product in
R n. We formulate the parabolic PDDE system of equa-
tion (1) in H…‰ -¬;

-
 Š; R n† by de® ning the state function x

as

x…t† ˆ -x…z;t† ; t > 0 ; z 2 ‰ -¬;
-

 Š …5†
the operator A in H…‰ -¬;

-
 Š; R n† as

Ax ˆ A
@ -x
@z

‡ B
@2 -x
@z2

x 2 D…A† ˆ

x 2 H…‰ -¬;
-

 Š ; R n†

C1
-x… -¬; t† ‡D1

@ -x
@z

… -¬;t† ˆ R1

C2
-x… -

 ;t† ‡D2
@ -x
@z

… -
 ;t† ˆ R2

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

9
>>>>>>=

>>>>>>;

…6†

and the input and output operators as

Bu ˆ wbu ; Cx ˆ …c;kx† ; Sx ˆ …s;!x† …7†

The system of equations (1)± (3) then takes the form

_x ˆ Ax ‡Bu ‡ f …x…t† ;x…t ¡ ¬††

yc ˆ Cx…t† ; ym ˆ Sx…t ¡ ~¬†

x…¹† ˆ -²…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>=

>>>;
…8†

where f …x…t† ; x…t ¡ ¬†† ˆ f … -x…z; t† ; -x…z;t ¡ ¬†† and
-²…¹† ˆ -²…z; ¹†. We assume that the non-linear term
f …x…t† ; x…t ¡ ¬†† is locally Lipschitz with respect to its
arguments and satis® es f …0 ;0† ˆ 0.

In the remainder of this subsection, we precisely
characterize the class of parabolic PDDE systems of
the form of equation (1) considered in this work in
terms of the properties of the eigenspectrum of A. To
this end, we consider the eigenvalue problem

A¿j ˆ ¶j¿j ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1 …9†

where ¶j denotes an eigenvalue and ¿j denotes the cor-
responding eigenfunction. The eigenspectrum of A is
de® ned as ¼…A† ˆ f¶1 ;¶2 ; . . .g. Assumption 1 that fol-
lows was introduced in Christo® des and Daoutidis
(1997) and states that ¼…A† can be partitioned into a
® nite set containing m eigenvalues which are close to
the imaginary axis and an in® nite-dimensional comple-
ment containing eigenvalues which are far in the left-
half of the complex plane. This assumption is satis® ed
by the majority of non-linear parabolic PDDE systems
arising in the modelling of di� usion± convection± reac-
tion processes (see, for example, the tubular reactor ex-
ample of } 5).

Assumption 1:

(1) Re f¶1g ¶ Re f¶2g ¶ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¶ Re f¶jg ¶ ¢ ¢ ¢, where
Re f¶jg denotes the real part of ¶j .

(2) ¼…A† can be partitioned as ¼…A† ˆ ¼1…A† ‡
¼2…A†, where ¼1…A† consists of the ® rst m (with
m ® nite) eigenvalues, i.e. ¼1…A† ˆ f¶1 ; . . . ;¶mg,
and jRe f¶1gj=jRe f¶mgj ˆ O…1†.

(3) Re ¶m‡1 < 0 and jRe f¶mgj=jRe f¶m‡1gj ˆ O…°†
where ° < 1 is a small positive number.

2.3. Galerkin’s method

In this subsection, we review standard Galerkin’s
method in the context of the PDDE system of equation
(8). Let Hs , Hf be modal subspaces of A, de® ned as

Hs ˆ span f¿1 ;¿2 ; . . . ;¿mg

and

Hf ˆ span f¿m‡1 ;¿m‡2 ; . . .g
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(the existence of Hs, Hf follows from Assumption 1).
Clearly, dim Hs+ dim Hf = dim H. De® ning the ortho-
gonal projection operators Ps and Pf such that
xs ˆ Psx, xf ˆ Pf x, the state x of the system of equation
(8) can be decomposed as

x ˆ xs ‡xf ˆ Psx ‡Pf x …10†

Applying Ps and Pf to the system of equation (8) and
using the above decomposition for x, the system of
equation (8) can be equivalently written in the form

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs…t† ‡Bsu

‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

dxf

dt
ˆ Af xf …t† ‡Bf u

‡ f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

yc ˆ Cxs…t† ‡Cxf …t†

ym ˆ Sxs…t ¡ ~¬† ‡ Sxf …t ¡ ~¬†

xs…¹† ˆ Psx…¹† ˆ Ps
-²…¹† ˆ -²s…¹†

xf …¹† ˆ Pf x…¹† ˆ Pf
-²…¹† ˆ -²f …¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…11†

where As ˆ PsAPs, Bs ˆ PsB, fs ˆ Psf , Af ˆ Pf APf ,
Bf ˆ Pf B and f f ˆ Pf f . In the above system, As is a
diagonal matrix of dimension m £ m of the form As ˆ
diag f¶1 ;¶2 ; . . . ;¶mg, fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††
and f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬†† are Lipschitz
vector functions, and Af is an unbounded di� erential
operator which is exponentially stable (this follows
from part (3) of Assumption 1 and the selection of
Hs ;Hf ). Neglecting the fast modes, the DDE system,
which describes the slow dynamics of the system of
equation (11), is derived as

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs…t† ‡Bsu ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†

ycs ˆ Cxs…t† ; yms ˆ Sxs…t ¡ ~¬†

xs…¹† ˆ -²s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…12†

where the subscript s in ycs and yms denotes that these
outputs are associated with a slow system.

Remark 1: Whenever the eigenfunctions ¿j of the
operator A cannot be calculated analytically, one can
still use Galerkin’s method to perform model reduction
by using `empirical eigenfunctions’ of the PDDE
system as basis functions in Hs and Hf (such `empiri-
cal eigenfunctions’ can be extracted from detailed
numerical simulations of the PDDE system using the

Karhunen± LoeÁ ve expansion; see Holmes et al. (1996)
for details on the Karhunen± LoeÁ ve expansion) .

2.4. Spectral and stability properties of DDE systems

In this subsection, we initially formulate the DDE
system of equation (12) as an in® nite dimensional
system in an appropriate Banach space and provide
the statement and solution of the eigenvalue problem
for the linear delay operator (see equation (16) below).
The solution of the eigenvalue problem will be utilized in
the design of non-linear distributed state observers in
} 4. To this end, we rewrite the system of equation (12)
as

dxs

dt
ˆ -Asxs…t† ‡ ~Asxs…t ¡ ¬† ‡Bsu

‡ fns…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0;0†

ycs ˆ Cxs…t† ; yms ˆ Sxs…t ¡ ~¬†

xs…¹† ˆ -²s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>;

…13†

where -As ; ~As are constant matrices and the term
fns…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0† includes only higher-order
terms.

We formulate the system of equation (13) in the
Banach space Cs…‰¡¬;0Š ;Hs† of continuous n-vector
valued functions de® ned in the interval ‰¡¬;0Š with
inner product and norm

…~!1 ; ~!2† ˆ ~!1…0†~!2…0† ‡
…0

¡¬

~!1…z ‡ ¬† ~As ~!2…z† dz

jj~!1jj2 ˆ …~!1 ; ~!1†1=2

9
>>=

>>;

…14†

where ~!1 is an element of C¤
s …‰¡¬;0Š;H¤

s†, H¤
s is the n-

dimensional vector space of row vectors, and ~!2 2 Cs.
On Cs , the state function xs of the system of equation
(13) is de® ned as

xst…¹† ˆ xs…t ‡ ¹† ; t ¶ 0 ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š …15†

and the operator D as

D¿…¹† ˆ
d¿…¹†

d¹
; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0†

-As¿…0† ‡ ~As¿…¡¬† ; ¹ ˆ 0

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
…16†

¿…¹† 2 D…D† ˆ f¿ 2 C¤
s …‰¡¬;0Š; R n¤

† : _¿ 2 Cs ;

_¿…0† ˆ -As¿…0† ‡ ~As¿…¡¬†g …17†

D…D† is a dense subset of Cs . If -²s 2 D…D†, then the
system of equation (13) can be equivalently written as
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dxst

dt
ˆ Dxst ‡Bsu ‡ fns…Pxst ;Qxst ;0;0†

y…t† ˆ CPxst ; yms ˆ SRxst

xs…¹† ˆ -²s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…18†

where Pxst ˆ xst…0†, Qxst ˆ xst…¡¬† and Rxst ˆ xst…¡~¬†.
The eigenvalue problem for the operator D is de® ned

as

D ~¿j ˆ ·j
~¿j ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1 …19†

where ·j denotes an eigenvalue and ~¿j denotes the cor-
responding eigenfunction (note that ~¿j is a vector func-
tion of dimension m ) ; the eigenspectrum of D, ¼…D†,
is de® ned as the set of all eigenvalues of D, i.e.
¼…D† ˆ f·1 ;·2 ; . . .g and is given by Hale and Lunel
(1993)

¼…D† ˆ f· : det …·I ¡ -As ¡ ~As e¡·¬† ˆ 0g …20†

The eigenfunctions can be directly computed from the
formula ~¿j…¹† ˆ e·j ¹ ~¿j…0†, where ~¿j…0† satis® es the equa-
tion …·jI ¡ -As ¡ ~As e¡·j¬† ~¿j…0† ˆ 0, where ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š
and j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1. The adjoint operator -D of D is de® ned
from the relation …D ~¿; ~Á† ˆ …~¿;

-D ~Á†, where … ; † denotes
the inner product of equation (14), and its eigenspec-
trum, ¼… -D†, satis® es ¼… -D† ˆ ¼…D†.

In the remainder of this subsection, we review the
de® nitions of asymptotic stability and input-to-state
stability for DDE systems as well as a basic theorem
that provides su� cient conditions for assessing asymp-
totic stability. To this end, we consider the following
system of non-linear di� erential di� erence equations

_xs…t† ˆ f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;³…t† ;³…t ¡ ¬††

xs…¹† ˆ -²s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
=

; …21†

where xs 2 Hs, ³ 2 Hs, and suppose that
f …0 ;0 ;0 ;0† ˆ 0. Moreover, given a function
³ : ‰¡¬;1† ! Hs, ³t…¹† represents a function from
‰¡¬;0Š to Hs de® ned by ³t…¹† :ˆ ³…t ‡ ¹†. We also de® ne
j³t…¹†j :ˆ maxt¡¬µ¹µt jj³t…¹†jj2, jj³tjj :ˆ sups¶0 j³s…¹†j and
jj³tjjT :ˆ sup0µsµT j³s…¹†j. Finally, a function ® : R ¶0 !
R ¶0 is said to be of class Q if it is continuous, non-
decreasing and is zero at zero. It is of class K if it is
continuous, strictly increasing and is zero at zero. A
function  : R ¶0 £ R ¶0 ! R ¶0 is said to be of class KL
if, for each ® xed t, the function  …¢;t† is of class K and,
for each ® xed s, the function  …s; ¢† is non-increasing and
tends to zero at in® nity.

De® nition 1: Let ® be a function of class-Q and ¯x ;¯³

be positive real numbers. The system of equation (21)
is said to be input-to-state stable if jxs0…¹†j µ ¯x and
jj³tjj µ ¯³ imply that the solution of the system of
equation (21) is de® ned for all times and satis® es

jxst…¹†j µ  …jxs0…¹†j;t† ‡® …jj³tjj† ; 8 t ¶ 0 …22†

The above de® nition, when ³…t† ² 0, 8 t ¶ 0 reduces
to the de® nition of asymptotic stability for the zero sol-
ution of the DDE system of equation (21).

The following theorem provides su� cient conditions
for the stability of the zero solution of the system of
equation (21), expressed in terms of a suitable func-
tional.

Theorem 1 (Hale and Lunel 1993) : Consider the
system of equation (21) with ³…t† ² 0 and let ®1 ;®2 ;®3

be functions of class Q. If ®1…s† ;®2…s† > 0 for s > 0 and
there is a continuous functional V : Cs ! R¶0 such that

®1…jjxs…t†jj2† µ V …xst…¹†† µ ®2…jxst…¹†j†
_V …xst…¹†† µ ¡®3…jjxs…t†jj2†

…23†

then the solution xs ˆ 0 is stable. If ®3…s† > 0 for s > 0,
then the solution xs ˆ 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
Moreover if ®1…s† ! 1 as s ! 1 and ®3…s† > 0 for
s > 0, then the solution xs ˆ 0 is globally asymptotically
stable.

Remark 2: Regarding the properties of the eigenspec-
trums of the operators A and D, we note the following
similarities: (a) the eigenspectrums ¼…A† and ¼…D† are
both point spectrums containing eigenvalues of ® nite
multiplicity, (b) the number of eigenvalues of both
¼…A† and ¼…D† which have positive real part (i.e. they
are located in the right-half of the complex plane) is
always ® nite, and (c) the real parts of all the eigen-
values of ¼…A† and ¼…D† are bounded from above (i.e.
there exists a positive real number  such that
max fjRe ¶ij ; jRe ·ijg µ  for all i ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1). On the
other hand, ¼…A† and ¼…D† exhibit signi® cant struc-
tural di� erences: speci® cally, ¼…A† can be partitioned
into a ® nite set containing eigenvalues which are close
to the imaginary axis and an in® nite-dimensional com-
plement containing eigenvalues which are far in the
left-half of the complex plane (Assumption 1), while
the eigenvalues of ¼…D† are asymptotically distributed
along nearly vertical asymptotes in the complex plane
(see Manitius et al. 1987, Hale and Lunel 1993 for
more details). These structural di� erences of ¼…A† and
¼…D† directly a� ect the approach that is used for con-
troller design for parabolic PDE and DDE systems, re-
spectively. In particular, the control of parabolic PDE
systems is addressed on the basis of ® nite-dimensional
approximations obtained through linear/non-linear
Galerkin’ s method, while the control of DDE systems
is addressed by using combination of geometric con-
cepts with the method of Lyapunov functionals on the
basis of the DDE system (see } 4.2 for more details).

Remark 3: Even though, at this stage, there is no sys-
tematic way for selecting the form of the functional
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V …xst…¹†† which is suitable for a particular application,
a choice for V …xst…¹††, which is frequently used to
show local exponential stability of a DDE system of
the form of equation (21) via Theorem 1, is

V …xst…¹†† ˆ xs…t†TCxs…t† ‡a2
…t

t¡¬

xs…s†TExs…s† ds …24†

where E ;C are symmetric positive de® nite matrices
and a is a positive real number. Clearly, the functional
of equation (24) satis® es K1jjxs…t†jj22 µ V …xst…¹†† µ
K2jxst…¹†j2 for some positive K1 ;K2.

3. Non-linear model reduction

In this section, we construct non-linear DDE systems
that accurately reproduce the dynamics of the parabolic
PDDE system of equation (8). The construction of the
DDE systems is achieved by generalizing a non-linear
model reduction procedure introduced in Christo® des
and Daoutidis (1997) for parabolic PDE systems, to
the class of systems of equation (8). The non-linear
model reduction procedure is based on a combination
of standard Galerkin’s method with the concept of
approximate inertial manifold.

We initially formulate the system of equation (12)
within a singular perturbation framework. Using that
° ˆ jRe ¶1j=jRe ¶m‡1j, the system of equation (11) can
be written in the form

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs…t† ‡Bsu

‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

°
dxf

dt
ˆ Af °xf …t† ‡ °Bf u

‡ °ff …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††
xs…¹† ˆ -²s…¹† ; xf …¹† ˆ -²f …¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…25†

where Af ° is an unbounded di� erential operator de® ned
as Af ° ˆ °Af . Since ° is a small positive number less than
unity (Assumption 1, part (3)), the system of equation
(25) is in the standard singularly perturbed form
(Kokotovic et al. 1986), with xs being the slow states
and xf being the fast states.

Introducing the fast time-scale ½ ˆ t=° in equation
(25) and setting ° ˆ 0, the in® nite-dimensional fast sub-
system is obtained as

dxf

d½
ˆ Af °xf …26†

which is globally exponentially stable since the operator
Af ° generates an exponentially stable semigroup.

Now, we introduce the concepts of inertial manifold
and approximate inertial manifold. Our de® nition of the
concept of inertial manifold is a direct generalization of
the one used in Christo® des and Daoutidis (1997) (see

also Temam 1988) for parabolic PDE systems. An iner-
tial manifold M for the system of equation (8) is a sub-
set of H, which satis® es the properties:

(i) M is a Lipschitz manifold;

(ii) M is a graph of a Lipschitz function
S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† mapping ‰0 ;1† £ Hs £ R l£
…0 ;°¤Š into Hf and for every solution xs…t† ;xf …t† of equa-
tion (25), with xf …¹† ˆ -²f …¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š, then

xf …t† ˆ S…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† ; 8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š

xf …t† ˆ S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† ; 8 t > ¬

9
=

; …27†

(iii) M attracts every trajectory exponentially.

The evolution of the state xf on M is given by equa-
tion (27), while the evolution of the state xs is governed
by the DDE system (called inertial form)

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bsu ‡ fs…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;S…xs…t†;

-²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬†† ; 8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bsu ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;S…xs…t† ;

xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ; °† ;S…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;

xs…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬† ;°†† ; 8 t > ¬

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…28†

Assuming that u…t† is smooth, di� erentiating equation
(27) and utilizing equation (25), S…xs…t† ; xs…t ¡ ¬† ;
u…t† ;°† can be computed as the solution of the partial
di� erential di� erence equation

°
@S
@xs

_xs ‡ @S
@u

_u

ˆ Af °S…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬†;u…t† ; °†

‡ °Bf u ‡ °f f …xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;

S…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬†† ;

8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š

°
@S
@t

_xs ‡ @S
@xs…t ¡ ¬† _xs…t ¡ ¬† ‡ @S

@u
_u

ˆ Af °S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°†

‡ °Bf u ‡ °f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;

S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬†;u…t† ; °† ;S…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;

xs…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬† ;°†† ; 8 t > ¬

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…29†
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which S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† has to satisfy for all
xs 2 Hs, u 2 R l , ° 2 …0; °¤Š.

From the complex structure of equation (29), it is
obvious that the computation of the explicit form of
S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† is impossible in most practical
applications. To circumvent this problem, a procedure
based on singular perturbations (introduced in
Christo® des and Daoutidis 1997) is used to compute
approximations of S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† (approxi-
mate inertial manifolds) and approximations of the iner-
tial form, of desired accuracy. More speci® cally, the
vectors S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°† and u…t† are expanded
in a power series in ° as

u ˆ -u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡°2 -u2 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢

‡ °k -uk ‡O…°k‡1†
S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†; °† ˆ S0…xs…t†;xs…t ¡ ¬†;u…t††

‡ °S1…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††

‡ °2S2…xs…t†;xs…t ¡ ¬†;u…t††
‡ ¢ ¢ ¢

‡ °kSk…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††

‡O…°k‡1†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…30†

where -u¸ and S¸ , ¸ ˆ 0 ; . . . ;k are smooth vector func-
tions. Substituting the expressions of equation (30) into
equation (29), and equating terms of the same power
in °, one can obtain approximations of S…t ;xs…t† ;
xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u ;°† up to a desired order. Substituting the
O…°k‡1† approximation of S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°†
and u into equation (28), the following approximation
of the inertial form is obtained as

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bs… -u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °k -uk†

‡ fs…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;S0…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††

‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…xs…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬†† ;

8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š
dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bs… -u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °k -uk†

‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;S0…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††

‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

S0…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xs…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬††

‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xs…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬††† ;

8 t > ¬

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…31†

In order to characterize the stability of the system of
equation (25) from the stability properties of the slow
subsystem of equation (31) and the fast subsystem of
equation (26), we need to impose the following exponen-
tial stability requirement on the system of equation (31)
with u…t† ² 0 and ° ˆ 0.

Assumption 2: The DDE system of equation (31) with
u…t† ² 0 and ° ˆ 0 is exponentially stable, in the sense
that there exists a smooth L yapunov functional
V : Cs ! R ¶0 and a set of positive real numbers
…a1 ;a2 ;a3 ;a4 ;a5 ;a6 ;a7†, such that for all xs 2 Hs that
satisfy jjxsjj2 µ a7, the following conditions hold

a1jjxsjj22 µ V …xst† µ a2jxstj
2

_V …xst† µ ¡a3jjxs…t†jj22 ¡ a4jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj22
@V
@xs 2

µ a5jjxs…t†jj2 ‡a6jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…32†

We are now in a position to state the main stability
result of this section. The proof is given in the appendix.

Theorem 2: Consider the system of equation (8) with
u…t† ² 0, for which Assumption 1 holds. Suppose also
that Assumption 2 holds. Then, there exist positive real
numbers ·1 ;·2 ;°¤ such that if jxs0…¹†j µ ·1,
jxf 0…¹†j µ ·2 and ° 2 …0 ;°¤Š, and the matrix

S1 ¡ST
2

¡S2 S3

" #

…33†

where S1 ;S2 ;S3 are matrices de® ned in equation (65), is
positive de® nite, then there exist positive real numbers
K ¶ 1 ;¼ such that

jjxsjj2
kxf k2

" #
µ K e¡¼t

jxs0…¹†j
jxf 0…¹†j

" #

…34†

independently of the size of ¬.

Remark 4: The requirement that the matrix of equa-
tion (33) is positive de® nite arises from our desire to
derive a general result for assessing the stability prop-
erties of the PDDE system of equation (8) in terms of
the stability properties of the DDE system of equation
(31) independently of the size of the state delay. Of
course, such a requirement is not needed when time
delays are not present in the system of equation (8)
(see Christo® des and Daoutides 1997) . Finally, even
though the stability requirement of Assumption 2 is
imposed on the system of equation (31) with ° ˆ 0 and
u…t† ² 0, the result of Theorem 2 can be also shown to
hold when the stability requirement of Assumption 2
is imposed on the system of equation (31) with ° 6ˆ 0
and u…t† ² 0.
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Remark 5: The expansion of S…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t† ;°†
in a power series in ° (equation (30)) is well-posed with
respect to ° because as ° ! 0, S…xs…t† ; xs…t ¡ ¬† ;
u…t† ;°† ! S0…xs…t† ; xs…t ¡ ¬† ; u…t†† ˆ 0, and the corre-
sponding approximate inertial form is

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bs

-u0 ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0† …35†

which is the DDE system obtained from the standard
Galerkin’s method. Furthermore, for k ˆ 1, the expan-
sion of equation (30) yields S…xs…t† ; xs…t ¡ ¬† ; u…t† ;°† ˆ
°S1…xs…t†; xs…t ¡ ¬†; -u0…t†† ˆ ¡°…Af °†¡1‰Bf

-u0…t† ‡ ff …xs…t†;
xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†Š, and the corresponding approximate
inertial form is

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bs… -u0 ‡ ° -u1† ‡ fs…xs…t† ;²s…t ¡ ¬† ;

°S1…xs…t† ; ²s…t ¡ ¬† ; -u0…t†† ; ²f …t ¡ ¬†† ;

8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š
dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡Bs… -u0 ‡ ° -u1† ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;

°S1…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -u0…t†† ;

°S1…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xs…t ¡ 2¬† ; -u0…t ¡ ¬†† ;

8 t > ¬

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…36†

In contrast to the system of equation (35), the above
system utilizes information about the structure of the
fast subsystem, thereby yielding solutions which are
asymptotically closer to the solutions of the open-loop
system of equation (8) (i.e. limt!1 jjx…t† ¡ xs…t†jj2 ˆ
O…°2†) compared to the solutions of the system of equa-
tion (35) for which limt!1 jjx…t† ¡ xs…t†jj2 ˆ O…°†.
Finally, the expansion of u in a power series in ° in
equation (30) is motivated by our intention to appropri-
ately modify the synthesis of the controller such that the
controlled output of the O…°k‡1† approximation of the
closed-loop inertial form, ycs, satis® es limt!1 jycs ¡ vj ˆ 0,
where v is the reference input.

4. Non-linear output feedback control

In this section, we synthesize non-linear output feed-
back controllers that guarantee local exponential stab-
ility and force the output of the closed-loop PDDE
system to asymptotically follow the reference input inde-
pendently of the size of the state delay, provided that ° is
su� ciently small.

4.1. A general result

We initially use the result of Theorem 1 to establish
that any non-linear output feedback controller that
guarantees stability and enforces asymptotic output
tracking in the DDE system of equation (31), exponen-

tially stabilizes the closed-loop PDDE system and
ensures that the discrepancy between the output of the
closed-loop DDE system and the output of the closed-
loop PDDE system is asymptotically of O…°k‡1†, pro-
vided that ° is su� ciently small. The non-linear output
feedback controller which enforces the desired control
objectives in the system of equation (31) is constructed
through a standard combination of a state feedback
controller with a state observer.

More speci® cally, we consider non-linear state feed-
back control laws of the general form

u ˆ -u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡ °2 -u2 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °k -uk

ˆ A0…xs…t† ; -v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢

‡ °k‰Ak…xs…t† ; -v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††Š
ˆ: A°…xs…t† ; -v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…37†

where A0…xs…t† ; -v…t† ; xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† ; . . . ; Ak…xs…t† ;
-v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† are smooth scalar functions,
-v…s† ˆ ‰v…s† v…1†…s† ¢ ¢ ¢ v…r¡1†…s†ŠT, s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ and v…k†

denotes the kth time-derivative of the reference input
v 2 R .

The non-linear controllers are constructed by follow-
ing a sequential procedure. Speci® cally, the component
-u0 ˆ A0…xs…t† ; -v…t†;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† is initially synthe-
sized on the basis of the O…°† approximation of the
inertial form; then the component -u1 ˆ A1…xs…t† ;
-v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† is synthesized on the basis
of the O…°2† approximation of the inertial form. In
general, at the kth step, the component -uk ˆ
Ak…xs…t† ; -v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬†† is synthesized on the
basis of the O…°k‡1† approximation of the inertial form
(equation (31)). The explicit synthesis of A¸…xs…t† ;
-v…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††, ¸ ˆ 0 ; . . . ;k to guarantee stab-
ility and force the controlled output of the O…°¸‡1†
approximation of the inertial form to asymptotically
follow the reference input will be addressed in } 4.2
below.

Since measurements of the states -x (and thus xs ) are
usually not available in practice, we will use the non-
linear state observer for the implementation of the state
feedback law of equation (37) as

_!s ˆ As!s ‡ Bs… -u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °k -uk†
‡ fs…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;S0…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††

‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬††
‡FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t 2 …0;¬Š

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…38†
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_!s ˆ As!s ‡Bs
-u0 ‡ ° -u1 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °k -uk

‡ fs…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;S0…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††
‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

S0…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬††
‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬†††
‡ FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t > ¬

!s…¹† ˆ -!s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…38†
where !s 2 R m is the observer state, -!s…¹† is a smooth
vector function de® ned in ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0Š, and FCs

ˆ
‰ ~¿1 ; ~¿2 ; . . . ; ~¿mŠ. L is a constant column vector chosen
so that all the eigenvalues of the operator

-As!s…t† ‡ ~As!s…t ¡ ¬† ¡ FCs
…0†L S!s…t ¡ ~¬†

¡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬† d¹

are in the left-half of the complex plane.
Assumption 3 states the desired control objectives

that the output feedback controller of equations (37)
and (38) enforces in the closed-loop PDDE system.

Assumption 3: The non-linear output feedback control-
ler of the form of equations (37) and (38) exponentially
stabilizes the O…°k‡1† approximation of the closed-loop
inertial form and ensures that its output satisfy
limt!1 jycs…t† ¡ vj ˆ 0, independently of the size of the
state delay.

Theorem 3 provides precise conditions under which
the non-linear controller of equations (37) and (38)
enforces exponential stability and asymptotic output
tracking in the closed-loop PDDE system (the proof is
given in the appendix) .

Theorem 3: Consider the PDDE system of equation
(8), for which Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. Then, there ex-
ist positive real numbers -·1 ; -·2 ; -°¤ ; -¼ such that if
jxs0…¹†j µ -·1, jxf 0…¹†j µ -·2 and -° 2 …0; -°¤Š, and the matrix

-S1 ¡ -ST
2

¡ -S2
-S3

…39†

where -S1 ;
-S2 ;

-S3 are matrices de® ned in the proof (see
equation (65)), is positive de® nite, then the controller of equa-
tions (37) and (38) enforces: (a) local exponential stability,
and (b) asymptotic output tracking …limt!1 jycs…t† ¡
vj ˆ O…°k‡1†) in the closed-loop PDDE system, indepen-
dently of the size of the state delay.

Remark 6 : Owing to the in® nite-dimensional range of
Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††, the practical implementation
of the output feedback controller of equations (37) and
(38) involves approximating Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††
by a ® nite-dimensional vector function St

k…!s…t† ;
!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††, which can be derived (Christo® des and
Daoutides 1997) by keeping the ® rst -m elements of
Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† and neglecting the remaining
in® nite ones. Clearly, as -m ! 1, St

k…!s…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†;u…t††
approaches Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††. This implies that
by picking -m to be su� ciently large, the controller of
equations (37) and (38) with St

k…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††
instead of Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† guarantees stability
and enforces output tracking in the closed-loop para-
bolic PDDE system.

4.2. Controller synthesis

In this section, we will synthesize a non-linear output
feedback controller for the system of equation (8) on the
basis of the system of equation (31), using geometric
control methods and Lyapunov techniques. To this
end, we need to make certain assumptions on the struc-
ture and stability properties of the system of equation
(13). The reader may refer to Antoniades and
Christo® des (1999) for details on the nature of these
assumptions. To simplify the statement of these assump-
tions, we introduce the notation fns…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;
0;0† ˆ f1…xs…t†† ‡ f2…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬††, ~f0…xs…t†† ˆ -Asxs…t† ‡
f1…xs…t††, Bs ˆ g…xs…t† ;x…t ¡ ¬††, -p0…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬†† ˆ
~Asxs…t ¡ ¬† ‡ f2…xs…t†;xs…t ¡ ¬†† and Cxs…t† ˆ h0…xs…t††

which allows us to rewrite the system of equation (13) in
the form

_xs ˆ ~f0…xs…t†† ‡g…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬†† -u0

‡ -p0…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬††

ycs ˆ h0…xs…t††

9
>>>=

>>>;
…40†

The ® rst assumption is motivated by the requirement
of output tracking and will play a crucial role in the
synthesis of the controller.

Assumption 4 (Antoniades and Christo® des 1999) : Re-
ferring to the system of equation (40), there exists an
integer r and a change of variables

±…s†
²…s† ˆ

±1…s†
±2…s†

..

.

±r…s†
²1…s†

..

.

²n¡r…s†

2

66666666664

3

77777777775

ˆ X …xs…s†† ˆ

h0…xs†
L ~f0

h0…xs…s††
..
.

L r¡1
~f0

h0…xs…s††
À1…xs…s††

..

.

Àn¡r…xs…s††

2

66666666664

3

77777777775

…41†
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where s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬; tŠ and À1…xs…s†† ; . . . ;Àm¡r…xs…s†† are
scalar functions such that the system of equation (41)
takes the form

_±1 ˆ ±2…t† ‡ p01…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬†; ²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

_±r¡1 ˆ ±r…t† ‡p0…r¡1†…±…t† ;²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬††
_±r ˆ L r

~f0
h0…X ¡1…±…t† ;²…t†††

‡ L gL r¡1
~f0

h0…X ¡1…±…t† ;²…t††† -u0

‡ p0r…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬††
_²1 ˆ C01…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

_²m¡r ˆ C0…m¡r†…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††
ycs ˆ ±1

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…42†

where p01…±…t† ; ²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬†† ; . . . ;p0r…±…t† ;
²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬†;²…t ¡ ¬††, C01…±…t†; ²…t†;±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬†† ;
. . . ; C0…m¡r†…±…t† ; ²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬†† are non-linear
L ipschitz functions and L gL r¡1

~f0
h0…xs† 6ˆ 0 for all

xs…s† 2 R m and s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ.
Assumption 4 provides the explicit form of a coordi-

nate change (which is independent of the state delay
present in the system of equation (31)) that transforms
the non-linear DDE system of equation (31) into an
interconnection of two subsystems, the ±-subsystem
which describes the input/output dynamics of the system
of equation (31) and the ²-subsystem which includes the
dynamics of the system of equation (31) which are unob-
servable from the output. Speci® cally, the interconnec-
tion of equation (42) is obtained by considering the
change of variables of equation (41) with s ˆ t, di� er-
entiating it with respect to time, and using that
x…t† ˆ X ¡1…±…t† ;²…t†† and x…t ¡ ¬† ˆ X ¡1…±…t ¡ ¬† ;
²…t ¡ ¬†† (note that this is possible because the coordi-
nate change of equation (41) is assumed to be valid for
s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ). The coordinate transformation of equa-
tion (41) is not restrictive from an application point of
view (one can easily verify that Assumption 4 holds, see
for example the two applications studied in Section 10 of
Antoniades and Christo® des (1999)). The assumption
that L gL

r¡1
~f0

h0…xs† 6ˆ 0 for all xs…s† 2 R m and
s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ is necessary in order to guarantee that the
controller which will be synthesized is well-posed in the
sense that it does not generate in® nite control action for
any values of the states of the process (compare with the
structure of the controller given in Theorem 4).

Assumption 5 that follows imposes a standard stab-
ility requirement on the ²-subsystem of the system of

equation (42) which will allow addressing the controller
synthesis task on the basis of the low-order ±-subsystem.

Assumption 5 (Antoniades and Christo® des 1999) : The
dynamical system

_²1 ˆ C01…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

_²m¡r ˆ C0…m¡r†…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

9
>>>=

>>>;
…43†

is input-to-state stable with respect to the input ±t…¹†.
Loosely speaking, the above assumption states that

if the state of the ±-subsystem is bounded, then the state
of the ²-subsystem will also remain bounded. In prac-
tice, Assumption 5 can be veri® ed by linearizing the
system of equation (43) with ±t…¹† ˆ 0 around the oper-
ating steady-state and computing the eigenvalues of the
resulting linear system. If all of these eigenvalues are in
the left-half of the complex plane, then (Teel 1998)
Assumption 5 is satis® ed locally (i.e. for su� ciently
small initial conditions and ±t…¹†). An application of
this approach for checking Assumption 5 is discussed
in subsection 10.2.2 of Antoniades and Christo® des
(1999).

Using Assumption 5, the controller synthesis prob-
lem can now be addressed on the basis of the ±-subsys-
tem. Speci® cally, applying the following preliminary
feedback law

-u0 ˆ 1

L gL r¡1
~f0

h0…X ¡1…±;²††
…~u0 ¡ L r

~f0
h0…X ¡1…±;²††

¡ p0r…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††† …44†

where ~u0 is an auxiliary input, to the system of equation
(42) in order to cancel all the non-linear terms that can
be cancelled by using a feedback which utilizes meas-
urements of xs…s† for s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ, we obtain the modi-
® ed system

_±1 ˆ ±2 ‡p01…±…t† ;²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

_±r¡1 ˆ ±r ‡p0…r¡1†…±…t† ;²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬†††
_±r ˆ ~u0

_²1 ˆ C01…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

_²m¡r ˆ C0…m¡r†…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

ycs ˆ ±1

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…45†
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Introducing the notation

~A0 ˆ

0 1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 0

0 0 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 0

0 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 0

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

0 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 0

2

6666664

3

7777775

b0 ˆ

0

0

0

..

.

1

2

6666664

3

7777775

p0…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††

ˆ

p01…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬††
p02…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ; ²…t ¡ ¬††

..

.

p0…r¡1†…±…t† ; ²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††
0

2

66666664

3

77777775

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…46†

the ±-subsystem of the system of equation (45) can be
written in the compact form

_± ˆ ~A0± ‡ b0~u0 ‡ p0…±…t† ;²…t† ;±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††
ycs ˆ ±1

)

…47†

The controller synthesis task has been now reduced to
the one of synthesized ~u0 to stabilize the ±-subsystem
and force the output ycs to asymptotically follow the
reference input, v. To develop a solution to this problem,
we will need to make the following assumption on the
growth of the vector p0…±…t† ;²…t† ; ±…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††.

Assumption 6 (Antoniades and Christo® des 1999) : L et

-e0…s† ˆ ‰…h…xs…s†† ¡ v…s†† …L ~f0
h0…xs…s††

¡ v…1†…s†† ¢ ¢ ¢ …L r¡1
~f0

h0…xs…s††

¡ v…r¡1†…s††ŠT ;s 2 ‰t ¡ ¬;tŠ

where v…k† denotes the kth time-derivative of the reference
input v. There exist positive real numbers a1 ;a2 such that
the following bound can be written

jp0… -e0…t† ‡ -v…t† ;²…t† ; -e0…t ¡ ¬† ‡ -v…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬††j2R m

µ a01
-e2
0…t† ‡ a02

-e2
0…t ¡ ¬† …48†

where j ¢ jR m denotes the standard Euclidean norm in R m .

The above assumption on the growth of the vector
p0… -e0…t† ‡ -v…t† ;²…t† ; -e0…t ¡ ¬† ‡ -v…t ¡ ¬† ;²…t ¡ ¬†† does

not need to hold globally (i.e. for any -e0…t† ;²…t†), and
thus, it is satis® ed by most practical problems (see, for
example, the applications studied in } 10 of Antoniades
and Christo® des (1999)).

Theorem 4 provides the synthesis formula of the out-
put feedback controller and conditions that guarantee
closed-loop stability in the case of considering an O…°2†
approximation of the exact slow system for the synthesis
of the controller. The derivation of synthesis formulas
for higher-order approximations of the output feedback
controller is notationally complicated, although concep-
tually straightforward, and thus will be omitted for rea-
sons of brevity (the proof of the theorem is similar to the
one of Theorem 3 and will be omitted for brevity) .

Theorem 4: Consider the non-linear parabolic PDDE
system of equation (13) with ¬ > 0 and ~¬ > 0, for which
Assumption 1 holds. Suppose also that the DDE system
of equation (31) satis® es Assumptions 4, 5 and 6, L is
chosen so that the observer of equation (38) is locally
exponentially stable, and the matrix equations

~AT
¸ P¸ ‡P¸

~A¸ ¡ 2PT
¸ b¸R¡1

¸2 bT
¸ P¸

‡ …a2
¸ ‡a¸1†I ‡P2

¸ ˆ ¡R¸1 …49†

where a2
¸ > a¸2, and R¸1 ;R¸2 are positive de® nite

matrices, have unique positive de® nite solutions for P¸

for ¸ ˆ 0 ;1. Then, there exist positive real numbers
~·1 ; ~·2 ;~°¤ ; ~¼ such that if jxs0…¹†j µ ~·1, jxf 0…¹†j µ ~·2 and
~° 2 …0 ;~°¤Š, and a matrix of the form

~S1 ¡ ~ST
2

¡ ~S2 ~S3

" #

…50†

is positive de® nite (the explicit form of ~S1 ; ~S2 ; ~S3, is
omitted for brevity), the distributed output feedback
controller

_!s ˆ As!s ‡ Bsu ‡ fs…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;

S0…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††
‡ °S1…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬††
‡FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t 2 …0 ;¬Š
_!s ˆ As!s ‡ Bsu ‡ fs…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;

S0…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††
‡ °S1…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

S0…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬††
‡ °S1…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬†††
‡FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t > ¬

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…51†
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!s…¹† ˆ -!s…¹† ; ¹ 2 ‰¡¬;0†; !s…0† ˆ -!s0

u ˆ 1
L gL r¡1

~f0
h0…!s†

…¡R¡1
02 bT

0 P0
-e0 ‡v…r†…t†

¡ L r
~f0
h0…!s† ¡ p0r…!s…t†; -v…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†; -v…t ¡ ¬†††

‡ °
1

L gL r¡1
~f1

h1…!s†
…¡R¡1

12 bT
1 P1

-e1 ‡v…r†…t†

¡ L r
~f1
h1…!s† ¡ p1r…!s…t†; -v…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†; -v…t ¡ ¬†††

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…51†

where

-e0 ˆ ‰…h0…!s…t†† ¡ v† …L ~f0
h0…!s…t††

¡ v…1†† ¢ ¢ ¢ …L r¡1
~f0

h0…!s…t†† ¡ v…r¡1††ŠT

and

-e1 ˆ ‰…h1…!s…t†† ¡ v† …L ~f1
h1…!s…t††

¡v…1†† ¢ ¢ ¢ …L r¡1
~f1

h1…!s…t†† ¡ v…r¡1††ŠT

enforces: (a) local exponential stability, and (b) asympto-
tic output tracking (limt!1 jycs…t† ¡ vj ˆ O…°2†) in the
closed-loop PDDE system, independently of the size of
the state delay.

Remark 7: Note that the exponential stability of the
closed-loop system under the controller of equation
(51) guarantees robustness with respect to su� ciently
small initialization errors on the observer states, uncer-
tainty in the model parameters and external disturb-
ances.

Remark 8: The non-linear distributed output feed-
back controller of equation (51) is an in® nite dimen-
sional one owing to the in® nite dimensional nature of
the observer of equation (38) (it includes time delays).
Therefore, ® nite-dimensional approximation of these
controllers have to be derived for on-line implementa-
tion. This task can be performed by utilizing standard
discretization techniques such as ® nite di� erences. We
note that it is well-established (e.g. Soliman and Ray
1972) that as the number of discretization points in-
creases, the closed-loop system resulting from the
DDE model plus an approximate ® nite-dimensional
controller converges to the closed-loop system result-
ing from the DDE model plus the in® nite-dimensional
controller, guaranteeing the well-posedness of the ap-
proximate ® nite-dimensional controller.

Remark 9 : When manipulated input delay is present
in the system of equation (13), the proposed approach
can still be employed for controller design. The only
di� erence is that the output feedback controller of

equation (51) will be designed on the basis of an aux-
iliary output constructed within a state-space Smith
predictor framework; the reader may refer to Anto-
niades and Christo® des (1999) for details on how such
a controller design can be performed.

5. Application to a tubular reactor with recycle

We consider a non-isothermal tubular reactor shown
in ® gure 1, where an irreversible ® rst-order reaction of
the form A ! B takes place. The reaction is exothermic
and a cooling jacket is used to remove heat from the
reactor. The outlet of the reactor is fed to a separator
where the unreacted species A is separated from the
product B. The unreacted amount of species A is then
fed back to the reactor through a recycle loop. Under
standard modelling assumptions, the dynamic model of
the process can be derived from mass and energy bal-
ances and takes the dimensionless form

@ -x1

@t
ˆ ¡ @ -x1

@z
‡ 1

PeT

@2 -x1

@z2

‡BT BC exp
® -x1

1 ‡ -x1
…1 ‡ -x2†

‡  T …b…z†u…t† ¡ -x1†

@ -x2

@t
ˆ ¡ @ -x2

@z
‡ 1

PeC

@2 -x2

@z2 ¡ BC exp
® -x1

1 ‡ -x1
…1 ‡ -x2†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…52†
subject to the boundary conditions

z ˆ 0 ;
@ -x1

@z
ˆ PeT … -x1 ¡ …1 ¡ r†x1f ¡ r -x1…1 ;t ¡ ¬††

@ -x2

@z
ˆ PeC… -x2 ¡ …1 ¡ r†x2f ¡ r -x2…1; t ¡ ¬††

z ˆ 1 ;
@ -x1

@z
ˆ 0 ;

@ -x2

@z
ˆ 0

9
>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>;

…53†
where -x1 and -x2 denote dimensionless temperature and
concentration of species A in the reactor, respectively,
PeT and PeC are the heat and thermal Peclet numbers,
respectively, BT and BC denote a dimensionless heat of
reaction and a dimensionless pre-exponential factor, re-
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Figure 1. A tubular reactor with recycle.



spectively, r is the recirculation coe� cient (it varies from
zero to one, with one corresponding to total recycle and
zero fresh feed and zero corresponding to no recycle), ¬
is the recycle loop dead time, ® is a dimensionless acti-
vation energy,  T is a dimensionless heat transfer coe� -
cient, u is a dimensionless jacket temperature (chosen to
be the manipulated input), and b…z† is the actuator dis-
tribution function.

In order to transform the boundary condition of
equation (53) into a homogeneous one, we insert the
non-homogeneous part of the boundary condition into
the di� erential equation and obtain the PDDE represen-
tation of the processes

@ -x1

@t
ˆ ¡ @ -x1

@z
‡ 1

PeT

@2 -x1

@z2

‡BT BC exp
® -x1

1 ‡ -x1
…1 ‡ -x2†

‡  T …b…z†u…t† ¡ -x1†
‡¯…z ¡ 0†……1 ¡ r†x1f ‡ r -x1…1 ;t ¡ ¬††

@ -x2

@t
ˆ ¡ @ -x2

@z
‡ 1

PeC

@2 -x2

@z2 ¡ BC exp
® -x1

1 ‡ -x1
…1 ‡ -x2†

‡¯…z ¡ 0†……1 ¡ r†x2f ‡ r -x2…1 ;t ¡ ¬††

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…54†

where ¯…¢† is the standard Dirac function, subject to the
homogeneous boundary conditions

z ˆ 0 ;
@ -x1

@z
ˆ PeT

-x1 ;
@ -x2

@z
ˆ PeC

-x2

z ˆ 1 ;
@ -x1

@z
ˆ 0;

@ -x2

@z
ˆ 0

9
>>=

>>;
…55†

The following values for the process parameters were
used in our calculations:

PeT ˆ 7:0; PeC ˆ 7:0 ; BC ˆ 0:1 ; BT ˆ 2:5

 T ˆ 2:0; ® ˆ 10:0 ; r ˆ 0:5; ¬ ˆ 0:1

)

…56†

For the above values, the operating steady-state of the
open-loop system is unstable (the linearization around
the steady-state possesses one real unstable eigenvalue,
· ˆ 0:0328, and in® nitely many stable eigenvalues) ,
thereby implying the need to operate the process under
feedback control. We note that in the absence of re-
cycle-loop (i.e. r ˆ 0), the above process parameters
correspond to a unique stable steady-state for the
open-loop system.

The spatial di� erential operator of the system of
equation (54) is of the form

Ax ˆ
A1x1 0

0 A2x2

" #

ˆ

1
PeT

@2 -x1

@z2 ¡ @ -x1

@z
0

0
1

PeC

@2 -x2

@z2 ¡ @ -x2

@z

2

6664

3

7775

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

…57†

The solution of the eigenvalue problem for Ai can be
obtained by utilizing standard techniques from linear
operator theory (see, for example, Ray 1981) and is of
the form

¶ij ˆ
-a2
ij

Pe
‡Pe

4
; i ˆ 1 ;2 ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1

¿ij…z† ˆ Bij ePe…z=2† cos … -aijz† ‡ Pe
2 -aij

sin … -aijz† ;

i ˆ 1 ;2 ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1
-

¿ij…z† ˆ e¡Pez¿ij…z† ; i ˆ 1 ;2 ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

…58†

where Pe ˆ PeT ˆ PeC , and ¶ij ;¿ij ;
-

¿ij , denote the eigen-
values, eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions of Ai ,
respectively. -aij ;Bij can be calculated from the formulas

tan … -aij† ˆ Pe -aij

-a2
ij ¡ Pe=2… †2 ; i ˆ 1;2; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1

Bij ˆ
…1

0
cos … -aijz† ‡ Pe

2 -aij
sin … -aijz†

2

dz

( )¡1=2

;

i ˆ 1 ;2 ; j ˆ 1 ; . . . ;1

9
>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>;

…59†

A direct computation of the ® rst nine eigenvalues of A
yields: ¶11 ˆ ¶21 ˆ ¡2:36, ¶12 ˆ ¶22 ˆ ¡4:60, ¶13 ˆ
¶23 ˆ ¡9:13, ¶14 ˆ ¶24 ˆ ¡16:30, ¶15 ˆ ¶25 ˆ ¡26:22,
¶16 ˆ ¶26 ˆ ¡38:94, ¶17 ˆ ¶27 ˆ ¡54:47, ¶18 ˆ ¶28 ˆ
¡72:81, and ¶19 ˆ ¶29 ˆ ¡93:96.

A 400th order Galerkin truncation of the system of
equations (54)± (56) was used in our simulations in order
to accurately describe the process (further increase on
the order of the Galerkin truncation was found to give
negligible improvement on the accuracy of the results).
Figure 2 shows the open-loop pro® le of -x1 along the
length of the reactor which corresponds to the operating
unstable steady-state. Therefore, the control problem is
to manipulate the wall temperature, u…t†, in order to
stabilize the reactor at the open-loop unstable steady-
state. The controlled output was de® ned as
yc…t† ˆ

„ 1
0 e¡Pez ¿11…z† -x1 dz, the actuator distribution

function was taken to be b…z† ˆ 1 (uniform wall
temperature in space), and the measurement sensor
shape function was assumed to be of the form
s…z† ˆ e¡Pez¿11…z† (distributed sensing).
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Two sets of simulation runs were performed to: (a)
evaluate the improvement on the performance of the
controller which is achieved when the controller is
synthesized on the basis of DDE models derived from
combination of Galerkin’s method with approximate
inertial manifolds ( ® rst set of simulations) , and (b) com-
pare the performance of the proposed non-linear con-
trollers with non-linear controllers which are designed
on the basis of approximate ODE models which do not
account for the time delay in the recycle loop (second set
of simulations) . In all the simulations runs, the process
was initially (t ˆ 0) assumed to be at the unstable steady
state, and the reference input value was set at v ˆ 0:12.

In the ® rst set of simulations, we assumed the time-
delay of the recycle loop to be ¬ ˆ 0:1. We initially
employed the standard Galerkin’s method to derive an
approximate DDE system which was used for the syn-
thesis of a non-linear output feedback controller. It was
found that the lowest-order DDE model obtained from
standard Galerkin’s method which leads to the synthesis
of a controller that stabilizes the closed-loop system is
10 (i.e. m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 0). Figures 3 and 4 (short-dashed
lines) show the evolution of the output of the closed-
loop system and the pro® le of the manipulated input
under a non-linear output feedback controller of the
form of equation (51) synthesized on the basis of the
approximate model comprised of ten di� erential di� er-
ence equations (the controller parameters are ° ˆ 0,
FCs

…0† ˆ ‰1 1 . . . 1 1ŠT10£1 and L ˆ 2). It is clear that
this controller stabilizes the system far away from the
desired reference input value. Figure 6 (short-dashed
line) shows the corresponding closed-loop steady-state
pro® le of -x1, which is clearly not close to the desired one
(dotted line). We subsequently used the proposed com-
bination of Galerkin’ s method with approximate inertial
manifolds to derive a DDE system which was used for
the synthesis of a non-linear output feedback controller.
We constructed a 10th order DDE model which uses a
12th order approximation for the state xf (i.e. m ˆ 10,
-m ˆ 12) and used it for the design of a non-linear output

feedback controller of the form of equation (51)
(the controller parameters are ° ˆ 0:016, FCs

…0† ˆ
‰1 1 . . . 1 1ŠT10£1 and L ˆ 2). Figures 3 and 4 (solid
lines) show the evolution of the output of the closed-
loop system and the pro® le of the manipulated input,
while ® gure 5 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of -x1
and ® gure 6 (solid line) shows the ® nal steady-state pro-
® le of -x1. This controller clearly regulates the system
very close to the reference input value. Finally, we also
implemented on the process a non-linear output feed-
back controller of the form of equation (51) which was
synthesized on the basis of a DDE model obtained with
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Figure 2. Spatiotemporal evolution of -x1 in the open-loop
system.
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Figure 3. Closed-loop controlled output pro® les under a
controller of the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 10,
-m ˆ 12 (solid line), a controller of the form of equation

(51) with m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 0 (short-dashed line), and a
controller of the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 22,
-m ˆ 0 (long-dashed line).
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Figure 4. Manipulated input pro® les under a controller of
the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 12 (solid
line), a controller of the form of equation (51) with
m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 0 (short-dashed line), and a controller
of the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 22, -m ˆ 0
(long-dashed line).



m ˆ 22 and -m ˆ 0 (the controller parameters are ° ˆ 0,
FCs

…0† ˆ ‰1 1 . . . 1 1ŠT22£1 and L ˆ 2). Figures 2 and 3
(long-dashed lines) show the corresponding closed-loop
output and manipulated input pro® les, while ® gure 6
(long-dashed line) shows the pro® le of -x1. The perform-
ance of this controller is very close to the one of the
controller synthesized on the basis of the DDE model
obtained with m ˆ 10 and -m ˆ 12, indicating the e� ec-
tiveness of the proposed approach for the synthesis of
high-performance controllers based on low-order DDE
systems.

In the second set of simulation runs, our objective is
to demonstrate that the closed-loop performance of the
proposed non-linear controllers is superior to the one of
non-linear controllers which are designed on the basis of
approximate ODE models which do not account for the
time delay in the recycle loop. To this end, we assumed a
larger time-delay for the recycle loop, ¬ ˆ 0:5. We initi-

ally used the proposed combination of Galerkin’s
method with approximate inertial manifolds to con-
struct a 22nd order DDE model which uses a 24th
order approximation for the state xf (i.e. m ˆ 20,
-m ˆ 24) and used it for the design of a non-linear output

feedback controller of the form of equation (51) (the
controller parameters are ° ˆ 0:0606, FCs

…0† ˆ
‰1 1 . . . 1 1ŠT22£1 and L ˆ 2). Figures 7 and 8 (solid
lines) show the evolution of the output of the closed-
loop system and the pro® le of the manipulated input,
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Figure 5. Spatiotemporal evolution of -x1 under a controller
of the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 12.
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Figure 6. Final steady-state pro® le of -x1 under a controller
of the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 12
(solid line), a controller of the form of equation (51)
with m ˆ 10, -m ˆ 0 (short-dashed line), a controller of
the form of equation (51) with m ˆ 22, -m ˆ 0 (long-
dashed line), and pro® le of the desired operating
steady state (dotted line).
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Figure 8. Manipulated input pro® les under a controller of
the form of equation (51), with ¬ ˆ 0:5, and m ˆ 22,
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(51), with ¬ ˆ 0, and m ˆ 22, -m ˆ 24 (long-dashed
line), and a controller of the form of equation (51),
with ¬ ˆ 0:5, and m ˆ 22, -m ˆ 0 (short-dashed line).



while ® gure 9 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of -x1
and ® gure 10 (solid line) shows the ® nal steady-state
pro® le of -x1. This controller clearly drives quickly the
output very close to the reference input value, exhibiting
a very good transient response. Note that owing to the
larger time-delay (0.5 versus 0.1), the order of the DDE
model needed to derive a stabilizing controller is higher
(22 versus 10). To demonstrate the e� ect of the time
delay on the closed-loop performance, we implemented
on the process the non-linear output feedback controller
used in the previous simulation run with ¬ ˆ 0 (i.e. the
time-delay is not accounted for in the controller; the
other controller parameters are the same as in the pre-
vious run). Figures 7 and 8 (long-dashed lines) show the
evolution of the output of the closed-loop system and
the pro® le of the manipulated input, while ® gure 10

(short-dashed line) shows the ® nal steady-state pro® le
of -x1. This controller yields a very poor transient
response before driving the output close to the new
reference input value. Finally, we used Galerkin’s
method to construct a 22nd order DDE model xf (i.e.
m ˆ 22, -m ˆ 0) and used it for the design of a non-linear
output feedback controller of the form of equation (51).
Figures 7 and 8 (short-dashed lines) show the evolution
of the output of the closed-loop system and the pro® le of
the manipulated input, while ® gure 10 (long-dashed line)
shows the corresponding closed-loop steady-state pro® le
of -x1, which is not close to the desired one (dotted line).
It is clear that this controller stabilizes the system away
from the desired reference input value.

The results of the above simulation study clearly
indicate the e� ectiveness of the proposed approach for
the synthesis of non-linear feedback controllers based on
low-order DDE systems, as well as the importance of
accounting for the e� ect of time-delays in the controller
design.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we introduced a methodology for the
synthesis of non-linear output feedback controllers for
non-linear parabolic PDDE systems. Initially, a non-
linear model reduction scheme which is based on com-
bination of Galerkin’s method with the concept of
approximate inertial manifold was employed for the
derivation of DDE systems that accurately capture the
dominant dynamics of the PDDE system. These DDE
systems were subsequently used as the basis for the
explicit construction of non-linear output feedback con-
trollers through combination of geometric and
Lyapunov techniques. The controllers guarantee stab-
ility and enforce output tracking in the closed-loop
parabolic PDDE system, independently of the size of
the state delays, provided that the separation of the
slow and fast eigenvalues of the spatial di� erential
operator is su� ciently large and an appropriate matrix
is positive de® nite. The methodology was successfully
employed to stabilize the temperature pro® le of a tubu-
lar reactor with recycle at a spatially non-uniform
unstable steady-state.
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Figure 9. Spatiotemporal evolution of -x1 under a controller
of the form of equation (51), with ¬ ˆ 0:5, and m ˆ 22,
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 2: The system of equation (25),
with u ² 0, can be equivalently written as

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†

‡‰ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††
¡ fs…xs ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†Š

°
dxf

dt
ˆ Af °xf ‡ °f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

9
>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>;

…60†

Let ·¤
1 ;·¤

2 with ·¤
1 ¶ a5 and ·¤

2 ¶ b5 be two positive real
numbers such that if jjxsjj2 µ ·¤

1 and kxf k2 µ ·¤
2, then

there exist positive real numbers …k1 ;k2 ;k3 ;k4 ;k5 ;k6†
such that

jj fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††
¡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†jj2

µ k1kxf …t†k2 ‡ k2kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

k f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††k2

µ k3kxs…t†k2 ‡k4jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
‡k5kxf …t†k2 ‡ k6kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

9
>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>;

…61†

Furthermore, since the fast subsystem of equation (26) is
exponentially stable, there exists a smooth Lyapunov
functional W : Cf ! R ¶0 and a set of positive real num-
bers …b1 ;b2 ;b3 ;b4 ;b5 ;b6 ;b7†, such that for all xf 2 Hf
that satisfy kxf k2 µ b7, the following conditions hold

b1jjxf …t†jj22 µ W …xf t† µ b2jxf tj
2
2

_W …xft† ˆ 1
°

@W
@xf

Af °xf …t† µ ¡ b3

°
jjxf …t†jj22

¡ b4jjxf …t ¡ ¬†jj22
@W
@xf 2

µ b5jjxf …t†jj2 ‡b6 jjxf …t ¡ ¬†jj2

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

…62†

Pick ·1 < a7 < ·¤
1 and ·2 < b7 < ·¤

2 and consider the
smooth time-varying function L :Cs £ Cf ! R ¶0 :

L …xst ;xf t† ˆ V …xst† ‡W …xf t† …63†

where V …xst† was de® ned in Assumption 2, as a
Lyapunov function candidate for the system of equation
(60). From equations (32) and (62), we have that
L …xst ;xf t† is positive de® nite, proper (tends to ‡1 as
jxstj ! 1, or jxf tj ! 1) and decrescent, with respect to
its arguments. Computing the time-derivative of L along
the trajectories of the system of equation (60), and using
the bounds of equations (32) and (62) and the estimates
of equation (61), the following expressions can be
obtained

_L …xst ;xf † ˆ @V
@xs

_xs ‡@W
@xf

_xf

ˆ @V
@xs

‰Asxs ‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†Š

‡ @V
@xs

‰ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t†;xf …t ¡ ¬††

¡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;0 ;0†Š ‡1
°

@W
@xf

Af °xf

‡@W
@xf

f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

µ ¡a3jjxs…t†jj22 ¡ a4jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj22
‡ …a5jjxs…t†jj2 ‡a6 jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2†

£ …k1kxf …t†k2 ‡k2kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2†

¡ b3

°
kxf k2

2 ¡ b4jjxf …t ¡ ¬†jj22

‡ …b5kxf …t†k2 ‡b6jjxf …t ¡ ¬†jj2†

£ …k3jjxs…t†jj2 ‡ k4jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
‡k5kxf …t†k2 ‡k6kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2†

µ ¡ jjxs…t†jj2 kxf …t†k2

£
a3 ¡ a5k1 ‡ b5k3

2

¡ a5k1 ‡b5k3

2
b3

°
¡ b5k5

2

664

3

775

£
jjxs…t†jj2
kxf …t†k2

" #

‡2 jjxs…t†jj2 kxf …t†k2

£

a5k2

2
b6k3

2

a6k1 ‡b5k4

2
b5k6 ‡ b6k5

2

2

664

3

775

£
jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

" #

¡ jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2 kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

£
a4 ¡ a6k2 ‡ b6k4

2

¡ a6k2 ‡b6k4

2
b4 ¡ b6k6

2

664

3

775

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…64†
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£
jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

" #

µ ¡ jjxs…t†jj2 kxf …t†k2 S1

jjxs…t†jj2
kxf …t†k2

" #

‡2 jjxs…t†jj2 kxf …t†k2 S2

£
jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

" #

¡ jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2 kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2 S3

£
jxs…t ¡ ¬†j

kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

" #

µ ¡ jjxs…t†jj2 kxf …t†k2 kxs…t ¡ ¬†k2 kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

£
S1 ¡ST

2

¡S2 S3

" #
jjxs…t†jj2
kxf …t†k2

jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj2
kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2

2

666664

3

777775

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…64†

where S1 ;S2 ;S3 are constant matrices of the form

S1 ˆ
a3 ¡ a5k1 ‡b5k3

2

¡ a5k1 ‡b5k3

2
b3

°
¡ b5k5

2

664

3

775

S2 ˆ

a5k2

2
b6k3

2
a6k1 ‡b5k4

2
b5k6 ‡b6k5

2

2

664

3

775

S3 ˆ
a4 ¡ a6k2 ‡b6k4

2

¡ a6k2 ‡b6k4

2
b4 ¡ b6k6

2

664

3

775

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…65†

Picking

°¤ ˆ …a3 ¡
���
¯

p
†b3

…a3 ¡
���
¯

p
†…b5k5 ‡

���
¯

p
† ‡ a5k1 ‡b5k3

2

2

where ¯ 2 R >0, we have that if ° 2 …0 ;°¤Š the matrix S1 is
positive de® nite. Then, under the assumption that the
matrix

S1 ¡ST
2

¡S2 S3

" #

…66†

is positive de® nite, one can show (see Hale and Lunel
1993 for details) that there exists a ¯1 2 R >0 such that

_L …xst ;xf t† µ ¡¯1…jjxs…t†jj22 ‡kxf …t†k2
2

‡ jjxs…t ¡ ¬†jj22 ‡kxf …t ¡ ¬†k2
2† …67†

which from the properties of L directly implies that the
state of the system of equation (60) is exponentially
stable, i.e. there exists positive real numbers K ¶ 1 ;¼
such that the relation of equation (34) holds. &

Proof of Theorem 3: Substituting the output feedback
controller of equations (37) and (38) into the system of
equation (25) and de® ning S0…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ‡
¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ °kSk…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ; u…t†† ; -²f …t ¡ ¬† ˆ: Sk…!s…t† ;
-²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t††, we get

_!s ˆ As!s ‡BsA°…!s…t† ; -v…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…!s…t†; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;Sk…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

-²f …t ¡ ¬††
‡FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t 2 …0;¬Š
_!s ˆ As!s ‡BsA°…!s…t† ; -v…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…!s…t†;!s…t ¡ ¬†;Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

Sk…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬†††
‡FCs

…0†L …ym…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …ym…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬††d¹; 8 t > ¬

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs…t† ‡BsA°…!s…t†; -v…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††

°
dxf

dt
ˆ Af °xf …t† ‡ °Bf A°…!s…t†; -v…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡°f f …xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬†;xf …t† ;xf …t ¡ ¬††
ycs ˆ Cxs…t† ‡Cxf …t†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…68†

The fast dynamics of the above closed-loop system are
described by the system

dxf

d½
ˆ Af °xf …69†

which is exponentially stable (Assumption 2). The
O…°k‡1† approximation of the closed-loop inertial form
is
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_!s ˆ As!s ‡BsA°…!s…t† ; -v…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;Sk…!s…t† ; -²s…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

-²f …t ¡ ¬††

‡FCs
…0†L …yms…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …yms…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t 2 ‰0;¬Š

_!s ˆ As!s ‡BsA°…!s…t† ; -v…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ;Sk…!s…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬†;u…t†† ;

Sk…!s…t ¡ ¬† ;!s…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬†††

‡FCs
…0†L …yms…t ¡ ~¬† ¡ S!s…t ¡ ~¬††

‡ ~As

…¬¡~¬

0
FCs

…¹ ¡ ¬†L …yms…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†

¡ S!s…t ¡ ¹ ¡ ~¬†† d¹; 8 t > ¬

dxs

dt
ˆ Asxs…t† ‡BsA°…!s…t† ; -v…t† ;!s…t ¡ ¬† ; -v…t ¡ ¬††

‡ fs…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;Sk…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ;

Sk…xs…t ¡ ¬† ;xs…t ¡ 2¬† ;u…t ¡ ¬†††

ycs ˆ Cxs…t† ‡ °C…S0…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†† ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢

‡ °kSk…xs…t† ;xs…t ¡ ¬† ;u…t†††

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…70†

From Assumption 3, we have that the above system is
exponentially stable and the output asymptotically fol-
lows the reference input (limt!1 jycs…t† ¡ vj ˆ 0). To
conclude the proof of the theorem, we need to utilize
the result of Theorem 2. Speci® cally, the exponential
stability of the systems of equations (69) and (70) implies
that there exist positive real numbers -·1 ; -·2 ; -°¤ such that
if jxs0…¹†j µ -·1, jxf 0…¹†j µ -·2 and ° 2 …0; -°¤Š, and the
matrix

-S1 ¡ -ST
2

¡ -S2
-S3

" #

…71†

is positive de® nite, then the closed-loop system of equa-
tion (68) is exponentially stable and the closed-loop out-
put satis® es limt!1 jyc…t† ¡ vj ˆ O…°k‡1†. We note that
-S1 ;

-S2 ;
-S3 are constant matrices whose structure is simi-

lar to the one shown in equation (65) ; the computation

of their explicit forms requires de® ning the appropriate
bounds for the non-linearities of the system of equation
(68) and is omitted for brevity. &
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